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6 June 2013 
 

Weather story: Why is the Mpumalanga Lowveld still experiencing summer-like 
conditions? 
 

The Mpumalanga Lowveld has been experiencing warm to hot conditions over the past few weeks, 
with winter not setting in as yet. 
 
Recently a cold front affected parts of South Africa, but it did not seem to influence the Lowveld or 
Limpopo at all. 
 
The cold front that landed in Cape Town last week was one of the major cold fronts anticipated for 
winter weather. It mainly affected the Western Cape more than any other province with heavy rain; 
windy and cold temperatures where new cold temperature records (minimum temperatures) were set 
in Cape Town (11 degrees).  When the cold front moved over other inland and coastal provinces, it 
weakened substantially to exit through the KZN coast without much impact in Mpumalanga, Limpopo, 
Gauteng and North West, even though temperatures dropped slightly in Gauteng and Highveld of 
Mpumalanga.  
 
Why does the Lowveld still experience summer-like weather conditions, while the southern parts 
are experiencing very cold weather (apparently due to two cold fronts)? 

 
Our weather conditions are always influenced by how the weather systems move in the atmosphere 
through our country 

1. Winter is greatly influenced by cold fronts, low and high pressure systems. This is due to the 
profound northward shift of the entire atmosphere, which may become visible by observing the 
northward shift of the Inter-tropical Convergence Zone (ITCZ). The cold fronts which used to pass 
through the southern end of the country now extend further inland, bringing in cold maritime air 
over the inland provinces (Free State; Gauteng; Northwest; Limpopo; Mpumalanga and 
mountains of the KZN, Eastern Cape, and Western Cape). When the cold front is intense or 
carries a lot of moisture from the ocean, we may experience snow falls over the high lying areas 
such as the Drakensberg, Lesotho and highveld regions. The Lowveld and escarpment of 
Mpumalanga and Limpopo are usually affected by the ridging high pressure system after the 



passage of the cold front through KZN coast which then brings moisture and cooler weather 
from the Indian Ocean which in turn causes low cloud, fog and rain over those areas. 

   

2. Summer is greatly influenced by Low pressure systems; cut-off lows; high pressure systems; 
tropical systems such as Tropical Cyclones, Tropical Temperate Troughs (TTT), tropical lows, etc. 
During summer the entire atmosphere shifts southwards, pushing the cold frontal systems 
further south and out of the country allowing the tropical weather to invade the country inland 
provinces. Due to warm and moist tropical air we therefore experience warm and hot summer 
weather and the type of rain experienced is convective in the form of thunderstorms, violent 
winds and sometimes hailstorms. 

 

Why have the cold fronts thus far not influenced the temperatures in the Lowveld? 
 

To explain what is happening currently is that the cold fronts that we have received so far during this 
winter have been quite weak and carrying little moisture to bring in the most expected cold winter 
conditions in the northern and eastern parts of our country. The same occurred for the ridging high 
pressure systems from the Indian ocean that have been very weak to bring in cold, cloudy and rainy 
conditions over the Lowveld and escarpment of Mpumalanga and Limpopo.  
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